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Jimmy has long hair like his dad. Sometimes, he gets made fun of for having long hair like a girl. One day, Jimmy meets a girl, Charlie, who has short
hair like a guy. Through Charlie's assertiveness and the support his parents, Jimmy works to grow confident in his gender expression and take pride in
his appearance.
In The Book of Time we see how philosophers, religions and scientists have tried to explain time as everything from a perfect cycle to ever-increasing
chaos. We see how time works in the natural world and in our own bodies and minds, and how we've tried to measure it - first with calendars, then with
increasingly sophisticated devices, from the Ancient Indian ghati and to the latest atomic clock.And from Aristotle to Einstein, we explore how time has
been essential for scientists in their quest to understand the universe and everything in it. Not forgetting the deliciously weird world of time travel,
explaining what is fact and what is fiction. This is the kind of book that you can dip into or read in depth - but either way we promise time will just
fly by...
Jimmy Loves His Long Hair
Closely organized around the Society of Professional Journalists' code of ethics -- the news industry's widely accepted "gold standard" of journalism principles -- this updated edition uses real-life case studies
to demonstrate how journalism students and professionals can identify and reason through ethical dilemmas. Stressing the cross-platform viability of basic ethical principles, this study features a wide selection
of case studies penned by professional journalists-including several new additions-that offer examples of thoughtful, powerful, and principled reporting. Cases where regrettable decisions have taught important
lessons are also included, providing a new template for analyzing moral predicaments.
Everything You Need to Know about the Biggest Idea in the Universe

Premiere edition of The Juggler Planner especially designed for keeping the multitasker organized. Set annual goals, establish your execution plan and milestones, plan and prioritize the month ahead, and
manage multiple projects over a weekly basis on a general and more detailed level at a glance. Journal important meeting notes and balance work and home life in one place.
Netherlanders in America
The Juggler Planner (Paperback)
The Book of Time
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